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Government of the people,s Republic of Bangladesh
Skills and Training Enhancement project (SfeC)-

Ministry of Education
Directorate of Technical Education

F-4lB, Agargaon, Dhaka -1202
Web: www. step-dte. qov. bd ; E-mai I : step. dte@qmail. com

TERMS OF REFERENCE (ToR)

For
selection of consutting Firm to prepare E-Books (E-learning.content developnrent)

on "switchgear and Protection" both in English and Bengali of 7th semester
Elqctrica! and Power Technotogy of Diploma Engineering course under BTEB.

(Package no: plU/SAF-6g)

1. lntroduction

1'1 The Government of Bangladesh (GoB) is implementing a project in the Technical and
Vocational Education and rraining (TVET) sector with the support of the world Bank and the
Government of canada, called the skills and rraining and Enhancement project (srEp). The
main objective of the project is to strengthen selected public and private Technical rraining
lnstitutions to improve training quality and employability of trainees, including those from
disadvantaged socio_economic backgrounds.

1'2 srEP comprises of four components: (1) lmprove the euality and Relevance of rraining
through support to public and private institutions offering diploma programs and short-term
courses' (2) Pilots in TVET in the area of lndustry Skills councils and the National skills
Development council and secondary school certificate (vocational) schools system, (3)
lnstitutional capacity Development of Directorate of rechnical Education (DTE), Bangladesh
Technical Education Board (BTEB), and Bureau of Manpower, Employment and rraining
(BMET), and (4) Project Management, communications and Monitoring & Evaluation.

1'3 A key element of the project is to improve the quality of rvET education which depends on
largely on quality of educational materials. BTEB needs external support to improve the
existing inadequate teaching learning materials and transform them into e-resources. This will
involve collection, development and contextualization of available Moocs in various websites
including modifying those into biringuar of the adaptabre resources.

1'4 A consulting Firm having proven track record on undertaking and successful completion of
similar type eBook preparation or E'learning content development will be hired to prepare a
eBook both in English and Bengali.
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2. Objective of the assignment
The objective of this assignment is to convert l!ne) number of printed textbook of TvET
curricurum into enhanced/interactive 
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4. lndicative Tasks and Responsibirities of consurtant
a' Review the current printed learning materials to be digitized under this assignment and

analyze how those materials are currenfly used in TVET institutions;
b' Design and develop draft eBooks and user manuals with the following technical

specifications:

E-Books on "switchgear and Protection" both in English and Bengali to be developed will
have following features:

1. A table of contents to navigate to specific chapters or sections.
2. Search facility for text.

3. Bookmark pages.

4" Highlights and notes are to be added to the eBook which are saved between
sessions and are available anytime when someone open the eBook.

5. Zoom in and out when viewing the eBook.

6. lnteractive additional media files.

7 ' A toolbar for navigating the eBook and implementing its various features.
Additionally, these erements must be included (in each book):

1. Re-creation of around 700 graphics/iilustrations/diagrams

2' Developing close to 200 animations of max 1-minute duration each which would be
embedded as videos within the book

3. Embedding more than 300 audio strings within the book
4. Providing 2-3 links for externar resources in each chapter
5' Each chapter will have minimum 1 video indicating main things in these chapter in

the end

f.

6. Each chapter will have objective type assessmenvtest in the end
7 ' The review committee will evaluate each chapter while progressing and requests

the consultant to incorporate the comments
8' At the end of each chapter there should be assessments to evaluate the learner

Pilot test drafted eBooks in realteaching and learning settings in TVET institutions;
Finalize eBooks and user manuals;

Develop a learning contents management system on BTEB,s system and uproad the
eBook resources;

Distribute a package of eBook resources on CD/DVD format to all the relevant TVET
institutions;

g' Conduct regional seminars/training for teachers on eBook resource utilization in TVET.

c.

d.

6
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5. Timeline with keY Milestone

Commencement Date

+

Commencement Date

+
Oesrgn Development of relevant content

Commencement Date

+ 24 weeks
1 " eBook Content Development& Moderation

2. Pilot Testing of eBook

t Regionalseminars/trainings

af Comp'lat'on of external and internal links and resources

Commencement Date

+
Deployed and working version

lntegration of allthe modules and deployed (working

version)

Operational AccePtance Testi ng

:oAT)

User AccePtance Testing (UAT)

Commencement Date

+

3 weeks

ffi activities and completion report

dv-

Deliverables



6. Minimum qualification of key staff

Following key staff with appropriate qualification is required to be available for this assignment

PIU can revise

the key tasks

during

implementation

Coordination and suPervision

of all eBooks develoPment

activities, maintaining strong

communication with PlU,

Project administration and

financing, submitting time

sheet of the exPerts and bills

with voucher to PlU,

Reporting to PIU about

progress of eBooks

development as Per the

negotiated rePorting schedule

of contract agreement

Master in Management or

equivalent degree. The exPert

needs to have at least 3-5

years Practical work

experience as a Project team

leader.

PIU can revise

the key tasks

during

implementation

Will analyse modified digital

content and suggest

necessary changes to make

the content justified and

properly interPreted following

the subject matter.

trltaster in Electrical &

Electronics Engineering

(trtrF\ / Mechanical

Engineering (ME) or

equivalent degree. The exPert

should have Practical work

experience in develoPing and

analysing switchgear and

protection or related learning

content.
PIU can revise

the key tasks

during

implementation

Oesigning all kinds of

educational content as Per

requirement.

Master in ElT/Linguistics or

Equivalent Degree. DiPloma

or any relevant degree on

instruction design/ Second

language learning/ Adult

Learning will get Preference.

The expert needs to have

practical work exPerience in

instruction design. Should be

lnstruction

Designer

-y

Experts Qualification Key tasks Remarks

Team

Leader

Subject

Expert
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an expert of

syllabus/curricul um design.

Animator Master in lCT/Computer

Science or Equivalent

Degree. Diploma or any

relevant degree on animation

will get preference. The

expert needs to have at least

3-5 years practical work

experience in producing

animation.

Producing animation for

different textbooks as per the

contract agreement.

Coordination with the scriPt

writers, cartoonist and

programmer. Reporting to the

TL

PIU can revise

the key tasks

during

implementation

Cartoonist Master in Graphic art or

equivalent degree. The exPert

needs to have at least 3-5

years practicalwork

experience in drawing

cartoon for movie, animation

or for electronic and print

media"

Drawing cartoon according

the scripts of different

subjects for Producing

animation. Reporting to the

TL

PIU can revise

the key tasks

during

implementation

lllustrator Master in ICT/ComPuter

Science or equivalent degree.

Diploma or special degree or

certificate course on audio

video illustration and or

editing will get preference.

The expert needs to have at

least 3-5 years practical work

experience audio visual

illustration.

Performing all illustration

related tasks including:

. Creative art

. Technical art

. Maps

. lnfo graphics.

Reporting to the TL

PIU can revise

the key tasks

during

implementation

Graphic

Designer

Master in lCT/Computer

Science/Graphic Design or

Equivalent Degree. DiPloma

or any relevant degree on

graphic design will get

preference. The expert needs

Developing graphic design for

eBook. Reporting to the TL

PIU can revise

the key tasks

during

implementation
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7. Review committee and review procedures

All deliverables will be reviewed by the review committee to be appointed by the sTEp and
BTEB.

8. GonsultanUBidder eualification:
a' The Consultant should have minimum 5 years of general experience in consultancy

services and must be a business firm focused on providing digital content delivery
7

to have at least 3-5 years

practical work experience in

graphic designing.

E-Learning

Specialist

Master in ICT/Computer

Science/Education Science or

Equivalent Degree will get

preference. Should have

practical work experience in

Learning Management

System and any e-learning

program/software.

Will analyse the conversion of

textual content into digital

content and suggest

necessary change to make

the content learner friendly.

PIU can revise

the key tasks

during

implementation

Content

Coordinator

Master degree in any subject

or equivalent degree. The

coordinator needs to have at

least 3-5 years practical work

experience in project

coordination.

Coordination for all activities

in developing digital content

for eBook. Helping PIU to run

all the e-Book related

activities. Bridging between

PIU and consultant team.

Reporting to the TL i

I

PIU can revise

the key tasks

during

implementation

Finance/Acc

ount

coordinator

B. Com or equivalent degree.

The coordinator needs to

have at least 3-S years

practical work experience in

project accounting.

Administer all finance and

accounts related activities.

Preparing time sheets for

different experts, preparing

bills and submitting bills to
PlU, producing financial

progress reports as per

contract agreement. Bridging

between PIU and consultant

team. Reporting to the TL

-T



t
services, mobile apps and web solutions etc.

ln case of public or public autonomous or part of a public autonomous institution, proof of

Iegal provisions for carrying out such external assignment needs to be submitted.

The Consultant should have experience of successful completion of minimum 1 no. of

supply of e-learning material / e-learning solutions / Learning Management services /
digital content / electronic content / software development amounting at least 20.00 lakh

within last 03 years. (ln case of package contract with other equipment, the amount of e-

learning/material/digital/electronic contenUsoftware development material should be

mentioned separately.)

The Consultant should not have been barred / blacklisted / disqualified by any Regulators /
Statutory Body / Government Body. A suitable disclosure shall be made to this effect in a

separate letter head of the vendor.

A track record of availability of expertise on digital content development including

education sector; working with Ministry of Education will be considered as added

qualification.

Experience in developing standalone e-learning courses.

The consultant has to submit (soft copy presentation) one chapter of sample eBook of any

BTEB suggested book and that will be part of evaluated for short-listing.

h. The'Consultant has to propose a team of professionals and provide proof of availability of

key professionals (CVs with signature & date and their confirmation letter) and availability

of resources (liquidity, hardware, software and logistics) for conducting such assignment.

9. Roles and responsibilities

All the cost including pay the professional fee, Iogistic (transport, accommodation, food, etc.

during the assignment) will be bear by the consultancy firm. The consultancy firm shall be

responsible for their income tax and/or insurance during the assignment. The project and BTEB

will take responsibility of the overall supervision of the assignment. The consultants will report to

the Project Director, STEP, STEP BTEB focal person, BTEB representative/s and TVET

Specialist. Additional terms and conditions of the service will be provided elaborately in the draft

contract.

10. Duration of the Assignment

The assignment need to be completed within 06 months. Details are given under the Deliverables

and Timeline heading. Final activities plan will be worked out with the selected consultancy firm.

However, the duration may be increased or decreased based on the performance and needs of

the Assignment.

b.

d.

t.

g
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The Consultant will be selected by STEP under this TOR to Prepare E-books as mentioned in the
ToR heading under the 'Quality and Cost Based Selection (QCBS)' process for selection and

employment of Consultants.

11. Ownership of the Data, Documents, and Equipment

- STEP shall be the owner of all data, reports, documents, etc. prepared by the consultant and

any equipment procured under the assignment.

- All the documents collected and software procured, if any, must l

before final payment.

- All documents, reports and information from this assignment will

property, so the mentioned outputs or part of it cannot be sold or

prior permission of STEP.

be handed over to STEP

be regarded as STEP's

used in any case without

12. Deliverables

The following are the deliverables by the firm.

. The main e-learning materials to be developed and delivered by the winning firm within the
proposed time schedule of 6 months maximum and detailed in para 6 (Timeline with

key Milestone). An editable form of the materials must be provided to STEP and

BTEB, on the understanding that it is owned by the BTEB and ultimately by GoB, and

can be amended and updated as required by BTEB and GoB as desired in the future.

' lnception report, to be submitted at the end of the second week of the project, to include

detailed development plan and specifications of all software and hardware platforms to

be used. The inception report must provide details of how the resources will be edited

and provide an assurance that they will supply the resources in editable format and

that there will be no lock or any mechanism to disable editing by the BTEB.

' The dashboard: An on screen "dashboard" should be included from where all the

resources can be accessed and executed. lt should have a catalogue of what e-

resources are available, preferably arranged by grade, topic and lessens. The ability of
a user to search the resources and topics by keywords is desirable.

There should be a lesson configuration facility accessible from the dashboard for the

teacher to make a lesson plan. The teacher will decide what will constitute the actual

lesson; as stated before, the supplied resources are to be initially associated with

topics, not individual lessons. The teacher will have the ability to add or remove

resources that will be part of the lesson plan. Any resource added by the teacher

needs to be added to the catalogue as user added resource. lt is the teacher's

9
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responsibility to determine how the resources supplied for a given topic can be

incorporated into lessons and other learning activities.

13. Griteria for evaluation

The Consulting firm will be evaluated in accordance with the procedures set out in the World Bank

Guidelines: Selection and Employment of Consultants by World Bank Borrowers, January,2011,

revised in July, 2014. The selection method will be'Quality and Cost Based Selection (QCBS)'as

per World Bank guidelines for the Selection and Appointment of Consultants.

14. Submission of EOI

Expression of lnterest shall include:

a. Legal Status

- Year of Registration (at least 5 years experience in professional areas of similar type of

studies)

- Up to date lncome Tax Clearance certificate, VAT, Trade license, certificate of

incorporation

b. Experience

- At least 1 similar types of studies in the last 3 years (as mentioned in para 9).

c. Key Professionals Qualifications

- Minimum qualifications as per ToR (as mentioned in paragraph 7).

d. FinancialSoundness

- Audit and Accounts Records

- Average Annual Turnover of last 3 years (in BDT lac): 50 lakhs

e. lnstitutional Soundness

- Office Space

- Equipments and logistics

f. Professionals in the regular payroll of the firm

15. Submission of Proposal

Request for Proposal (RFP) document (Based on World Bank format) will be given only to the

short-listed firms following the evaluation of EOl. Proposals shall include;

. Technical proposal: The technical proposal should include (i) brief explanation about the

Consultancy firm with particular emphasis on previous experience in this kind of work; (ii)

understanding of the TOR and the task to be accomplished including methodology; (iii) profile

of the key persons to be involved in undertaking the assignment; (iv) work plan with a

10
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proposed time line suggesting approximate dates for field visits, their duration, and team

members.

Financial proposal: The financial proposal should provide cost estimates for services rendered

including daity consultancy fees accommodation and living costs; transport cost; stationeries,

and supplies needed. The financial proposal shall be inclusive of lT, vAT and all other direct

and indirect tax, as aPPlicable.

11
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